
4X4 BIBLE STUDY FOR MARCH:  “MARCHING ON”
Text:  VARIOUS from book of MATTHEW

SESSION #1: MATTHEW 4:1-11
What can we learn about our enemy the Devil from this passage?
Where does the Devil always want to lead us?
What impresses you about how the LORD defeated the Devil?
What can we learn from this passage about how to defeat temptation?

SESSION #2: MATTHEW 9:35-38
How did JESUS approach people?
What does real compassion look like from what we can learn in this passage?
List four prayer requests prompted by this passage that we ought to keep on praying.
In your words, what is the “Good News of the Kingdom?”  

 
SESSION #3: MATTHEW 6:5-15

What does JESUS say that we are NOT to do when we pray?   
What are the keys to successful prayer according to JESUS?
From this text, why would we pray?
What are the things mentioned in this text that will keep us from successful prayer?

SESSION #4: MATTHEW 28:16-20
What are the disciples doing right in this passage?
What is the significance from v. 18?
What does the LORD want from his followers?
How do we need to apply this Great Commission?  

The design of a 4X4 Bible STUDY is for four guys (or four gals or two couples) to get together for an hour 
during the week, for four different weeks (sessions) in order to study four different passages from the WORD 
of GOD.    Each participant is expected to come to the study each week ready to provide four answers to each 
of the four questions posted for each of the four sessions.   Spend some time preparing on your own and then 
enjoy your time of sharing with one another at the appointed hour.  “As iron sharpens iron, so one person 
sharpens another.”  — PROVERBS 27:17

“Developing Devoted Followers of JESUS” 
For more 4X4 Bible Studies visit our website:  www.thecrossingnow.com.


